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ABOUT  
SPACE 18

We are an online lifestyle retailer, focusing on  
eco-friendly and thoughtful products that help 
people live a more peaceful and happier life.

Driven by the feeling that we experience at the 
spirited age of 18, a turning point in our lives 
that finds us eager to embark on something 
new and exciting. We are passionate about 
what we believe in and strive to make our  
world a better place for generations to come.

OUR 
QUALITIES
Eco-Friendly - We not only 
focus on using materials that are 
recyclable, but on producing high 
quality products that are made 
to last. 

Functionality - Our motivation is 
to offer practical and functional 
products that are designed to be 
used in everyday life. 

Professionally Designed - Space 
18 products are designed locally 
by our team of professionals in 
Australia. This ensures we only 
create eco-friendly, practical & 
thoughtful products. 

High Quality - With our many 
years of design & manufacturing 
experience, we oversee the whole 
process from start to finish, 
ensuring the highest quality 
finished product every time. 



If you’re a fan of flavoured drinks, 
you’ll love the Crystal Clear Drink 
Bottle! It doesn’t absorb flavours 
so is a great way keep your juice, 
kombucha or smoothies chilled in  
the fridge or take with you on the go!

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
DRINK BOTTLE.

A sturdy and reliable alternative 
to plastic, insulated metal drink 
bottles can keep your drink cold 
for 24 hours and hot for 8! Great 
for keeping water ice cold on 
hot beach days, or coffee hot on 
those chilly morning hikes.

INSULATED 
DRINK BOTTLE.



Doing your part for the earth is 
as easy as sipping from one of 
our organic wheat straw fibre 
drink bottles.

ECO-LIVING 
DRINK BOTTLE. Good looking & easy to carry, our sustainable  

eco-friendly mugs are protecting the earth  
while keeping your drink hot.

ECO-FRIENDLY MUG.



Protect your table or desktop with these fine felt coasters. 
With a contemporary look and an eco-friendly agenda, 
these coasters are elegant pieces for a thoughtful lifestyle.

COSY ECO-FELT COASTER SET

Celebrate Australian wildlife with our range of 
four gorgeous illustrations that people will love!

AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS
COASTER SET



This unique set includes a hexagonal frame with 6 
coasters that slot neatly into the frame, made from  
soft, durable eco-felt.

PLAIN COLOURED
ECO-FELT HEXAGON
COASTER SET

Vibrant illustrations, bringing 
character and atmosphere to 
any room.

PRINTED
ECO-FELT  
HEXAGON
COASTER SET



CONNECT TO NATURE
CONNECT TO FUTURE

SAVE THE
EARTH

IT’S IN YOUR

HANDS



0466 536 888 (admin)  |  0411 918 868 (OEM)
info@space18.com.au  |  www.space18.com.au
@space18aus
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